The motion of test particles along circular orbits in the vacuum C metric is studied in the Frenet-Serret formalism. Special orbits and corresponding intrinsically defined geometrically relevant properties are selectively studied.
Introduction
General relativity asserts the equivalence between inertial and gravitational effects. However, our intuition often relies on Newtonian ideas. By re-introducing inertial forces through the consideration of relative motion, we can sometimes better interpret the behavior of geodesic or accelerated orbits in certain types of spacetimes. Most of the work done in introducing such a point of view has focused explicitly on transverse acceleration effects associated with centrifugal and Coriolis-like forces in the relativistic setting. The present investigation shows how these ideas are affected by uniform "linear" acceleration, for which the simplest nonflat exact solution of Einstein's vacuum equations is the C metric. This metric represents the exterior field of a uniformly accelerated spherical gravitational source and it can also be thought of as a nonlinear superposition of the (flat) Rindler spacetime associated with a uniformly accelerated family of observers and the Schwarzschild solution representing a static black hole. While the C metric spacetime is globally pathological and hence of limited value for physical interpretation, locally it can give some insight into the effects of "acceleration of the spacetime" on transversely accelerated world lines similar to the study of the effects on such world lines of the "rotation of the spacetime" due to the rotation of a Kerr black hole, for example.
Timelike geodesics were first discussed by Pravda and Pravdová [1] using various coordinate systems distinct from Boyer-Lindquist-like coordinates. They constructed an effective potential, whose properties allowed them to distinguish three distinct types of timelike geodesics corresponding to particles which (a) fall into the black hole horizon, (b) cross the acceleration horizon and reach future infinity, or (c) spin around the z-axis, co-accelerating with the black hole and then reaching future infinity. They focused only on geodesics of the third type (circular geodesics) and numerically investigated the stability of timelike as well as null geodesics.
In the present paper we use the Frenet-Serret formalism in Boyer-Linquist-like coordinates to study the motion of test particles along both geodesic and accelerated circular orbits and discuss the main geometrical and kinematical features of accelerated orbits with certain special geometrical properties. Comparisons with the limiting cases of the Schwarzschild and Rindler spacetimes are carefully explored.
Test particles along circular orbits in the C metric
The vacuum C metric is a boost-rotation symmetric static spacetime of Petrov type D belonging to the Weyl class of solutions of the Einstein equations [2] and can be interpreted as the field of two black holes which are uniformly accelerated in opposite directions. Its original Kinnersley form [3] is
The (t,x,ỹ,z) coordinates are adapted to the hypersurface-orthogonal Killing vector κ = ∂ t and to the spacelike Killing vector ∂z. It turns out that ∂x is aligned with the non-degenerate eigenvector of the spatial Ricci tensor. The constants M ≥ 0 and A ≥ 0 denote the mass and acceleration of the source, respectively, whose product M A is dimensionless. The metric (7) is a nonlinear superposition of two metrics which are special cases, one associated with the Schwarzschild black hole (the case A = 0) and the other flat spacetime in uniformly accelerating coordinates (the case M = 0). [3] [4] [5] [6] Moreover, the C metric as written is assumed to have signature +2 withF > 0,G > 0, which limit the ranges of the nonignorable coordinates. To avoid a naked singularity, one must restrict the two parameters by the condition M A < 1/(3 √ 3) ≈ 0.1925. [5, 7, 8] For the sake of illustration, all of the figures below are drawn for the parameter value M A = 0.1, which is roughly half this value. Units are chosen such that the gravitational constant and the speed of light in vacuum are unity.
It is useful to introduce the retarded coordinate u, the radial coordinate r and the azimuthal coordinate φ define by the relations [4, 5] 
so that the metric takes the form
wherẽ
The norm of the hypersurface-orthogonal Killing vector κ = ∂ u is determined bỹ H,
so that this Killing vector is timelike forH > 0. It is convenient to work with the Boyer-Lindquist-like coordinates (u, r, θ, φ), obtained by definingx = cos θ, so that (r, θ, φ) are spherical-like coordinates. The C metric then takes the form
where G > 0 and H > 0 are given by
The C metric has event horizons (which are also Killing horizons) of the form r = r(θ) which arise as solutions of H = 0, and these can be determined exactly. [13] To study the location of the horizons it is useful to introduce an acceleration length scale in terms of A > 0 given by L A = 1/(3 √ 3A). It turns out that the modification of the horizons is related to the ratio of
the equation H = 0 becomes
For L A /M > 1, the solutions of this equation can be expressed as
whereÛ The polar coordinate plane of the nonignorable coordinates (r, θ) can be represented for visualization purposes as in flat spacetime, with horizontal and vertical axes corresponding to the usual cylindrical coordinates ρ = r sin θ, z = r cos θ. With this convention, the accessible region of spacetime is shown as the unshaded region in Fig In the (u, r, θ, φ) coordinates the "fiducial observers" are the family of static observers having 4-velocity eû = H −1/2 ∂ u aligned with the timelike Killing vector ∂ u of the boost symmetry. A convenient orthonormal spatial frame in their local rest spaces is then
A family of test particles moving along the φ direction with constant speed (at fixed (r, θ) are characterized by the (timelike) 4-velocity U given by
where ζ, ν or α are the angular velocity, linear velocity and rapidity parametrization of this family of circular orbits respectively, related to each other by
The normalization factor Γ ζ defined by the timelike condition
is the Lorentz gamma factor. The only nonvanishing components of the 4-acceleration a(U ) = ∇ U U are in the er-eθ plane ("acceleration plane") and can be conveniently expressed in the form
where
and the Lie relative curvature [9, 10] of the orbit k (lie) = −∇ ln (g φφ ) 1/2 has been introduced, with frame components
They satisfy the following important relations
The nonnegative quantities ν (r) and ν (θ) are the relative speeds at which the acceleration is either purely in the θ direction or purely radial respectively. It is worth noting that on the surfaces where ν (r) diverges, k (lie)r vanishes in such a way that the product k (lie)r ν k (lie)θ . However, while k (lie)r vanishes on the modified Rindler and Schwarzschild horizons, there exists a surface
(in the allowed region of the metric) where k (lie)θ vanishes. It roughly corresponds to the equatorial plane of the Schwarzschild spacetime in the sense that the acceleration of circular orbits there is purely radial, although it is no longer a reflection symmetry plane as in that case. Circular geodesics have vanishing acceleration (a(U )r, a(U )θ) = (0, 0) when
The latter condition determines a surface of revolution for which r can be expressed as a function of θ
and on this surface the relative speed can be expressed entirely as a function of θ
The surface r = r g is shown in Fig. 2 . In the limit M A → 0 (Schwarzschild), it opens up to the equatorial plane, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) (see also the discussion on the Schwarzschild limit in the next section), showing that in Schwarzschild case the timelike circular geodesics exist on the equatorial plane only (outside the radius r = 3M ), different from the C metric case. Fig. 3 shows, instead, the behaviour of the relative velocity (23) corresponding to the geodesics as a function of the polar angle θ. Note that geodesic surface intersects the equatorial plane θ = π/2 at r = 3M where |ν g± | = 1, where the timelike geodesics above the equatorial plane become null. The circular geodesics of the C metric, which represents the gravitational potential of a Schwarzschild black hole accelerating uniformly with acceleration A < 1/(3 √ 3M ) along the θ = π direction, have been obtained with the assumption that A > 0; moreover, the geodesics are timelike for θ G < θ < π/2 and spacelike for π/2 < θ < θ lim (see Fig. 3 ). There is a unique null geodesic for θ = π/2 given by r g = 3M irrespective of of the acceleration A so long as M A < 1/(3 √ 3). Here θ G and θ lim depend upon M A, θ G is given by G(θ G ) = 0 and θ lim is such that r g (θ lim ) lies on the modified Schwarzschild horizon that satisfies H(r g (θ lim ), θ lim ) = 0 (see Fig. 2 ). In the nonrelativistic limit M ≪ 1, M A ≪ 1, the circular geodesics reduce to the orbits that can be easily obtained from the Newtonian theory of gravitation: (M/r In the equatorial plane there are no timelike circular geodesics. In fact approaching this plane (θ → π/2), one has
The 4-acceleration components (17) then reduce to
the angular velocity associated with ν ± is
and the relation ζ ± = −k (lie)r ν ± is valid. The velocities ν ± , which correspond to zero radial acceleration, reduce to the geodesic velocities in the Schwarzschild limit. Instead here their acceleration is perpendicular to the equatorial plane and equal in magnitude to exactly the acceleration parameter A. The Lie spatial curvature vector on the other hand, as one increases the value of A from 0, always has the same magnitude as in the Schwarzschild case, while its direction rotates from its initial inward radial direction downward towards eθ. Furthermore, as one decreases the radius towards 3M for fixed A, this direction rotates downwards approaching eθ at the limiting maximum value A → 1/(3 √ 3M ). Polar coordinates (κ, χ) in the acceleration plane describing the magnitude of the acceleration and its orientation
which are constant along any circular orbit, facilitate the transformation from the fiducial frame to the Frenet-Serret frame adapted to the orbit. Note the relation
A Frenet-Serret frame along U = e 0 [11] satisfying the following system of evolution equations
can then be defined by e 0 = cosh α eû + sinh α eφ , e 1 = cos χ er + sin χ eθ , e 2 = sinh α eû + cosh α eφ , e 3 = sin χ er − cos χ eθ ,
where e 2 = dU/dα, e 3 = −de 1 /dχ and the expressions for the two torsions are given by [12] 
The explicit expressions for κ, τ 1 and τ 2 are
is the relative velocity characterizing the extremely accelerated orbits for which κ is an extremum among the family of circular orbits at a given location due to the vanishing of the first torsion. The following relation holds:
By defining the orbits U (r) such that ν = ν (r) , U (θ) such that ν = ν (θ) and U (ext) such that ν = ν (ext) , the preceding relation can be written as
since
Note that in the limit θ → π/2 one has ν (θ) → ±1, so that ν (ext) → ν (r) . On the other hand from Eq. (32) we see that τ 2 = 0 when ν (r) = ν (θ) and this condition is satisfied on the surface r = r g defined in Eq. (22). Therefore all the circular geodesic orbits, which lie on this surface r = r g , have vanishing second torsion, which is the case for the equatorial plane containing the circular geodesics in the Schwarzschild spacetime. Fig. 4 shows the behaviours of the velocities ν (r) , ν (θ) and ν (ext) as functions of the radial distance r, for a fixed value of the polar angle θ. Note that those extremely accelerated orbits for which |ν (r) | = |ν (θ) | ≡ |ν g± | are also geodesic orbits, since ν (ext) ≡ ν g± from Eq. (33). On the equatorial plane, ν ext± = ν ± and the Frenet-Serret scalars reduce to
The timelike orbits with ν = ν ± are not geodesic since κ = A and a(U ± ) = Aeθ but they are extremely accelerated, i.e., their first torsion vanishes. All the equatorial plane circular orbits instead have both vanishing first and the second torsion at the radius r = 3M , where ν ± → ±1 and orbits with ν = ν ± then correspond to null circular geodesics and k (lie)r → − 1/(27M 2 ) − A 2 (which vanishes at the limiting maximum value A → 1/(3 √ 3M )) This special radius in the equatorial plane therefore retains the same properties that it has in the Schwarzschild spacetime as the radius at which the circular geodesics and extremely accelerated orbits merge as null geodesics with vanishing Frenet-Serret angular velocity [10] .
The spatial Frenet-Serret frame e 1 , e 2 , e 3 aligned with the spherical-like spatial frame rotates with respect to a Fermi-Walker transported frame along U with angular velocity
the magnitude of which, ||ω (FS) || = (τ
1/2 , can be directly evaluated from Eq. (32)
On the equatorial plane it reduces to
This vanishes at r = 3M where the acceleration of the timelike circular orbits is independent of velocity
and the spherical frame vectors are Fermi-Walker transported along the orbits, as in the Schwarzschild spacetime [14] , where the null circular orbits are also geodesics at r = 3M . Note that the magnitude of the acceleration there has the same value as in the Schwarzschild spacetime, which coincidentally is the maximum value that the acceleration length parameter L A is allowed to take. Notice that as one increases the value of A from 0, the acceleration vector rotates on a circle of this radius from its initial radial value in the Schwarzschild case to its limiting value along eθ when A approaches its maximum allowed value of 1/(3 √ 3).
The Schwarzschild and Rindler spacetime limits
The C metric can be thought of as a nonlinear superposition of the Schwarzschild and Rindler spacetimes. It is therefore interesting to consider both the limit A = 0 (Schwarzschild case) and the limit M = 0 (Rindler case) separately, showing the effects of the nonlinearity of their superposition by direct comparisons of the features of Frenet-Serret curvature and torsions, characterizing the motion of test particles along both geodesic and accelerated circular orbits.
The Schwarzschild limit
The Schwarzschild metric in the (u, r, θ, φ) coordinate system is
For M A → 0 this condition forces the polar angle θ → π/2, independent of the radius r, so that the Schwarschild limit is exactly recovered. As a consequence, it implies also that the surface of revolution defined by Eq. The same surface is plotted in Fig. (b) for selected values M A = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001. The plot shows that as soon as the Schwarzschild situation is approached this surface opens up to the equatorial plane. Hence we pass from a situation in which the timelike circular geodesics exist off the equatorial plane except at one particular radius (C metric) to a situation where timelike circular geodesics exist only on the equatorial plane (Schwarzschild), at any radius r > 3M .
The Rindler limit
The Rindler metric in the (u, r, θ, φ) coordinate system is 
It then turns out that geodesics can exist on a special surface r = r g (for certain values of the velocities), where the balance of the forces is realized. This surface opens up to the equatorial plane in the Schwarzschild case (see Fig. 5 (b) ), while in the Rindler case it collapses to a point (the origin). From Fig. 2 as one increases the radial coordinate r outside the black hole horizon, the circle of fixed r intersects the surface of geodesics first at a unique value of θ, and then at two values of θ until the two values coalesce and the circle passes outside this surface.
To interpret the geodesic conditions in terms of our Newtonian perspective of relative spatial forces, it is useful to decompose the radial and angular components of the acceleration into horizontal and vertical components by introducing the unit vectors associated with cylindrical coordinates (ρ, z) as in flat spacetime eρ = sin θ er + cos θ eθ , eẑ = cos θ er − sin θ eθ . 
For the geodesics these go to zero, representing respectively the horizontal balance of the outward gravitational acceleration component (opposing the inward gravitational attraction towards the center) with the inward centripetal acceleration, and the vertical balance of the upward gravitational acceleration component with the downward acceleration of the reference frame of the coordinate system. Of course the exact decomposition of the acceleration relative to observers fixed in the coordinate system is complicated and not the aim of the present investigation, but it helps us bridge the strange behavior of the C metric with our Newtonian intuition.
